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Abstract 
Forensic Scientometrics (FoSci) is emerging as a vital discipline at the intersection of scientific 
integrity and security. Scholarship and scholarly communication are critical for maintaining 
scientific integrity, influencing public trust in science, health, technology, policy, and law. Yet, 
these foundations are threatened by the misuse of scientific research for personal, 
commercial, ideological, and geopolitical gains, including questionable practices and 
misconduct. The rise of paper mills and predatory publishers, along with ideological and 
geopolitical motivations, undermines academic integrity. This field pioneers the integration of 
traditional scientometric methods with ethics to address pressing challenges in research 
integrity and security, crucial in an era of heightened scrutiny over science's reliability. FoSci's 
development signifies a collective commitment to maintaining scientific trust, marked by a 
call for official recognition and support from stakeholders across the scientific ecosystem. 
 

Introduction 
Moving from the 17th century to modern times, scholarly communication and research have 
changed. The aggregation of vast amounts of publicly available data coupled with fast and 
open means to analyze and interpret data and information requires the reevaluation of how 
research and research communication are trusted. During this time, computational power has 
grown and overpowered the wonders of the common and scientific worlds. Ease of transport 
and online communication and collaboration have offered a rise to globalization. World 
events also influence who moves into research and, consequently, our thinking. Science has 
also shifted, and instances of it being undermined have risen. Science has moved toward 
opening up access to research, which in turn has led ways to showcase and increase both the 
positive impact of good research as well as nefarious activities that threaten research. 
 
As societal, cultural, and intellectual needs progress, so do the needs to extend and focus 
fields of research. A new academic discipline often emerges either in response to changes in 
society, technology or in research itself.  Another catalyst can be the interaction of different 
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overlapping or non-overlapping fields.  Recognizing a new distinct area of study has emerged 
to respond to lack of adequate coverage by existing disciplines, communities of scholars, or 
societal and technological changes is often the final stage in the initial development of a field. 
We consider a discipline to be defined by having some of these characteristics: a specific 
research focus, unique specialized knowledge, organizing theories and concepts, specialized 
terminology, and tailored research methods (Krishnan 2009).  
 
In this paper, we contend that while the existing fields of study of scientometrics and 
research ethics play crucial roles, they fall short of fully addressing the complexities 
surrounding the integrity and security of scientific research and communication.  
 
To bridge this gap, we propose the concept of Forensic Scientometrics (FoSci)—a field 
dedicated to the critical examination and safeguarding of the scientific process and its 
credibility. Forensic Scientometrics stands at the intersection of analyzing scientific output 
and ensuring its integrity, utilizing methodologies from traditional scientometrics but with a 
sharper focus on the detection, mitigation and resolution of issues compromising research 
integrity and security. In an age where the integrity and security of science is under intense 
examination, the establishment and development of FoSci are imperative for reinforcing trust 
within the scientific community and with the public at large, employing advanced 
scientometric techniques to achieve these ends. 
 

The Evolution to Forensic Scientometrics 
To grasp the need for a new field, it is important to comprehend the current landscape. 
Although FoSci is and will continue to be highly interdisciplinary, our argument for 
establishing a new discipline primarily builds upon two existing fields. 
 
The field of scientometrics, while difficult to define, in this context may generally be 
considered the science of measuring and analyzing science itself through the use of 
mathematical and statistical methods (Mingers 2015).  As a field of study, scientometrics has 
a close disciplinary relationship with other fields, including science of science, metascience, 
and bibliometrics, to name a few. While the field of scientometrics emerged from key 
developments in the 1960s, the conceptual roots extend further back, involving the 
quantitative study of science, technology, and innovation processes. In its current practice, 
scientometrics involves the quantitative analysis of scientific publications and research 
outputs in this larger context. It encompasses the measurement and evaluation related to 
scientific activities, such as the impact of research, patterns of collaboration among 
researchers, citation analysis, and the productivity assessment and influence of individuals, 
institutions, or scientific journals. Scientometrics employs statistical and mathematical 
methods to derive meaningful insights into the structure and dynamics of scientific 
knowledge, contributing to our understanding of the scientific community's development and 
impact over time. Yet, it primarily focuses within the context of the scientific ecosystem and 
does not include how science is communicated or interpreted. 

https://app.readcube.com/library/92613c18-1547-4bc3-b975-081e39d8d1f5/all?uuid=10720261941932163&item_ids=92613c18-1547-4bc3-b975-081e39d8d1f5:e9bd33db-2d39-4602-9834-3b8aebdd2d62
https://app.readcube.com/library/92613c18-1547-4bc3-b975-081e39d8d1f5/all?uuid=26215949757683066&item_ids=92613c18-1547-4bc3-b975-081e39d8d1f5:e0afe4d9-7823-4ea0-8fdb-b7400fbb1602
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Research ethics also plays a role primarily within science rather than being translated outside 
of academic and research institutions. Dimensions of research ethics have been suggested to 
include (DuBois 2018): normative ethics, compliance with regulations, rigor and 
reproducibility of science, social value, and workplace relationships. Research ethics is a vital 
field that ensures the integrity and validity of scientific inquiry by upholding ethical principles 
such as respect for persons, beneficence, and justice in the conduct of research. This 
discipline safeguards the rights and welfare of human and animal subjects, mandates 
informed consent, and promotes the fair distribution of research benefits and burdens. 
Guided by ethical guidelines and regulated by institutional review boards (IRBs), research 
ethics emphasizes the responsible use of resources, the management of conflicts of interest, 
and professionalism in research for ensuring good research and addressing the concerns of 
stakeholders.  

 

Key Developments and Initiatives  
Scientometrics, research ethics, and research integrity have evolved and expanded over the 
years. Additionally, the emergence of Forensic Scientometrics (FoSci) has been influenced by 
other factors, including computational advancements and globalization. Although not 
exhaustively listed, these elements are crucial to consider in understanding the development 
of the FoSci field. Below is an overview of key events. 

● 1955: Creation of the Impact Factor (Garfield 2006) to help select journals for the 
Science Citation Index (SCI). 

● 1963: Publication of Derek J. de Solla Price's book "Little Science, Big Science", 
marking a foundational moment in the study of scientometrics (Price 1963). 

● Late 1960s: Scientometrics is increasingly recognized as a distinct field of study, with 
the term likely being used in articles and discussions among scholars. 

● 1978: Launch of the Journal of Scientometrics, significantly contributing to the 
formalization and development of the field. 

● 1978: The International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE), though 
formed earlier, becomes increasingly influential in promoting ethical standards in 
medical research publishing. 

● 1980s-1990s: Research integrity begins forming as a recognized area, parallel to 
developments in scientometrics, focusing on the ethical aspects of conducting and 
reporting research. 

● 1997: Formation of the Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE), providing guidelines 
and standards for addressing ethical issues in publication ((COPE) No year). 

● 2005: Establishment of the World Conference on Research Integrity (WCRI), further 
solidifying the global commitment to research integrity. 

● 2010: Launch of Retraction Watch, a blog tracking retractions of scientific papers, 
highlighting issues of research integrity. 

● Early 2010s Onwards: Increasing awareness on social media about research practices 
and integrity. 

● 2018: The Retraction Watch Database is launched, providing a searchable database 
of retracted papers, further enhancing transparency in the scientific community. 

https://app.readcube.com/library/92613c18-1547-4bc3-b975-081e39d8d1f5/all?uuid=6586335019638376&item_ids=92613c18-1547-4bc3-b975-081e39d8d1f5:ee06691d-c2c1-4a63-898b-639711f4fe5b
https://app.readcube.com/library/92613c18-1547-4bc3-b975-081e39d8d1f5/all?uuid=18297021501681932&item_ids=92613c18-1547-4bc3-b975-081e39d8d1f5:98024ca1-44d7-4256-bbd1-46373a9c37c5
https://app.readcube.com/library/92613c18-1547-4bc3-b975-081e39d8d1f5/all?uuid=9428314233019083&item_ids=92613c18-1547-4bc3-b975-081e39d8d1f5:9161ad73-77ed-47e2-abe5-1bb6d0852594
https://app.readcube.com/library/92613c18-1547-4bc3-b975-081e39d8d1f5/all?uuid=7464615330561765&item_ids=92613c18-1547-4bc3-b975-081e39d8d1f5:079b87ab-7de2-477b-8a04-908a56e8af34
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● 2018 Onwards:  
○ ‘Sleuthing’ and ‘Sleuths’ gains consistency in describing individuals who find 

problems within scholarly publications (McCook 2018) 
○ Research Integrity and manipulation of science become part of mainstream 

media conversations  
○ Research Security emerges in government policies and in scientific literature 

(Lewandowsky 2023) 

Nefarious Activities and the Need for a New Discipline 

Trusted scholarship and scholarly communication are pivotal in preserving the integrity of 
science, essential for supporting confidence in scientific discoveries, health choices, 
technological advancements, policy creation, and legal discourse. However, this foundation is 
compromised by the exploitation of scientific endeavors for diverse gains. 

The motivations for engaging in unethical research practices are multifaceted, spanning 
individual, ideological and geopolitical strategies. At the individual level, perverse incentives 
such as career advancement can drive researchers towards questionable research practices 
(QRP) and misconduct. Commercial interests and ideology drive an intentional or 
opportunistic usurping of the norms in conducting and communicating research. Geopolitical 
interests, those of state-led actors,  also drive research and technology activities as seen in 
the cited report (Braw 2022). 

The rapid spread of means to share what looks like legitimate scientific research is alarming. 
Paper mills - enterprises that sell authorship without requiring actual research contribution 
(COPE 2022)- represent a significant threat. Similarly, predatory publishers and conferences 
exploit researchers by charging fees to present or publish work without proper vetting 
(Linacre 2022). The creation of journals aimed at promoting specific industry or ideological 
outcomes under the guise of peer-reviewed research also works as an enterprise to 
undermine the integrity of academic inquiry. Additionally, the recruitment of researchers to 
further ideological, commercial or geopolitical interests under scientific pretenses is 
concerning (Drope 2001, Michaels 2020).  

Impact of Malpractices on the Scientific Ecosystem These personal motivations can have 
career and organizational consequences. Despite arguments that legitimate researchers may 
not engage with such fraudulent outputs, their mere existence undermines the integrity of 
the scientific record and facilitates the spread of misinformation. As people are promoted 
under false credentials (e.g., publications without the requisite knowledge) they may move 
into decision-making positions but not truly be experts. Additionally, university rankings will 
be falsely influenced by substanceless metrics (Ansede 2023,ROARS 2024).  Individuals who 
compromise their research through QRP and misconduct also become vulnerable to outside 
influence (e.g., targeting to push political agendas) thus blurring the lines between scholarly 
pursuit and political activism or geopolitical influence.  

Such a landscape described in this section necessitates the emergence of FoSci as an 
essential discipline aimed at preserving the sanctity of academic discourse. Through the 

https://app.readcube.com/library/92613c18-1547-4bc3-b975-081e39d8d1f5/all?uuid=36141796899668477&item_ids=92613c18-1547-4bc3-b975-081e39d8d1f5:edb2a81d-ac21-4dc1-be2c-ee8668c72810
https://app.readcube.com/library/92613c18-1547-4bc3-b975-081e39d8d1f5/all?uuid=1877346545220825&item_ids=92613c18-1547-4bc3-b975-081e39d8d1f5:9a3258dc-5283-4e73-bf87-d448312764df
https://app.readcube.com/library/92613c18-1547-4bc3-b975-081e39d8d1f5/all?uuid=06486052368339312&item_ids=92613c18-1547-4bc3-b975-081e39d8d1f5:ac518b37-6776-48c5-a444-0c69a9529c0d
https://app.readcube.com/library/92613c18-1547-4bc3-b975-081e39d8d1f5/all?uuid=04765608560704704&item_ids=92613c18-1547-4bc3-b975-081e39d8d1f5:d4df1757-ef51-4a50-bcd0-d6a9cae56df2
https://app.readcube.com/library/92613c18-1547-4bc3-b975-081e39d8d1f5/all?uuid=06756362386302295&item_ids=92613c18-1547-4bc3-b975-081e39d8d1f5:0d67936b-600b-49e6-a3a1-7729443c818e
https://app.readcube.com/library/92613c18-1547-4bc3-b975-081e39d8d1f5/all?uuid=22530085265518995&item_ids=92613c18-1547-4bc3-b975-081e39d8d1f5:50676659-cb42-4134-a740-7e20fd744035,92613c18-1547-4bc3-b975-081e39d8d1f5:0492e91d-18f2-4404-8ffa-a9d8924cfbc7
https://app.readcube.com/library/92613c18-1547-4bc3-b975-081e39d8d1f5/all?uuid=4310349254193978&item_ids=92613c18-1547-4bc3-b975-081e39d8d1f5:60ee56cb-8a2a-4247-84c5-44727f90b30a,92613c18-1547-4bc3-b975-081e39d8d1f5:e0478434-182c-44cc-9dd2-b8084368ae66
https://app.readcube.com/library/92613c18-1547-4bc3-b975-081e39d8d1f5/all?uuid=4310349254193978&item_ids=92613c18-1547-4bc3-b975-081e39d8d1f5:60ee56cb-8a2a-4247-84c5-44727f90b30a,92613c18-1547-4bc3-b975-081e39d8d1f5:e0478434-182c-44cc-9dd2-b8084368ae66
https://app.readcube.com/library/92613c18-1547-4bc3-b975-081e39d8d1f5/all?uuid=4310349254193978&item_ids=92613c18-1547-4bc3-b975-081e39d8d1f5:60ee56cb-8a2a-4247-84c5-44727f90b30a,92613c18-1547-4bc3-b975-081e39d8d1f5:e0478434-182c-44cc-9dd2-b8084368ae66
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vigilant examination and safeguarding of the scholarly record, FoSci seeks to mitigate internal 
and external threats to scientific integrity and security, ensuring the continuity of genuine 
and trusted scientific advancement. 

Introducing Forensic Scientometrics (FoSci) 
Forensic Scientometrics (FoSci) emerges as a pivotal discipline aimed at uncovering, analyzing 
and addressing unethical practices within scholarly communication, including research 
misconduct, data fabrication, plagiarism, as well as other forms of academic dishonesty. From 
the onset, it also involves and incorporates broader contexts of how science is used and 
abused from actors within and outside of traditional research institutions.  
 
Its core mission extends to identifying patterns, trends, and predictors of misconduct both 
within and external to the scientific community, through an analysis of scientific literature 
and science communication channels. FoSci is dedicated to assessing the impact of such 
unethical behaviors on the scientific community, the integrity of the research record, and the 
public's trust in science. This involves a diverse array of detection and analysis techniques, 
including the examination of authorship networks, retracted articles, nefarious articles and 
publication practices, citation networks, language manipulation, and the analysis of social 
media to understand the misuse of scientific information and to scrutinize social media 
patterns themselves. 
 

What’s in a Name 
The process of naming a discipline encapsulates the ambition, direction, and uniqueness of 
the field, embodying its potential to contribute to knowledge, solve societal problems, and 
open new avenues of research and development. In essence, a name not only defines the 
field but also empowers it, enabling stakeholders to rally around a common cause and 
identity, thereby facilitating its growth and the achievement of its goals. 
 
The name has been chosen due to the investigative nature coupled with the methodologically 
rich approach of the discipline. 
 
Forensics refers to applying scientific knowledge and methods to matters of law, particularly 
for investigating crimes and providing evidence in legal proceedings. Yet, colloquially, it 
means something formal that is investigative in nature. While traditionally ‘forensics’ 
encompasses fraud investigations and syndicate networks encompass legal realms, the 
intentional manipulation of anything scientific (i.e., the process of scientific discovery or 
manipulation) does not have a special field or discipline.  
 
Scientometrics, as already discussed, brings in a methodological angle to the discipline and is 
being used to encapsulate the principles of bibliometrics, the science of science, and 
metascience. Moreover, ‘forensic science’ already exists as a distinct and different discipline 
from FoSci. 
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Theory and Practice 

Applied fields frequently adopt an interdisciplinary approach, integrating insights from 
multiple scientific disciplines to tackle real-world problems. The knowledge transfer – from 
identifying practical issues (e.g., paper mills) to devise solutions and explore their theoretical 
foundations will play a crucial role in the field of forensic science (FoSci). 

Both academics and practitioners are engaged in scrutinizing anomalies in research practices 
and communication. These endeavors, intrinsic to both the academic sphere and professional 
domains, mirror the dynamics observed in other practice-based disciplines, such as pathology, 
where notable distinctions exist between academic research and field application. As 
depicted in Table 1, practitioners primarily focus on the principles and methodologies for 
detecting the origins and methods of manipulated scientific data, potentially providing expert 
testimony. In contrast, academics are more inclined toward conducting research, advancing 
education, and enhancing the understanding of research integrity and security. 

Despite these differences, natural intersections emerge, with practitioners often engaging in 
research activities and academics participating in applied practices. 

Table 1: Focus, objectives, work environment and engagement for the proposed Forensic 
Scientometric discipline. 

 Theory Practice 

Focus 

Research, education, and knowledge 
dissemination 

Application of scientometric 
principles and techniques, research 
management, and information 
management  

Objectives 

Advance scientific understanding, 
develop new methodologies, and 
train future researcher 

Determine the cause and manner 
manipulation; provide expert 
testimony in ethical and legal 
proceedings 

Work 
Environment 

● Universities  
● Research institutions 
● Government 

● Institutional administration 
Publishers  

● Government and funders 
● Commercial entities engaged 

with research 
● Independent consultants 

Engagement 

Engage in conducting research 
studies, publishing academic papers, 
teaching students, and participating 
in academic conferences and 
professional associations. 

Engage in investigations into 
nefarious or suspicious activities. 
They participate in professional 
association conferences. 
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Tiers of Specializations 

A hallmark of applied emerging fields are specializations, which have been observed in 
forensic scientometrics. Based on current trends, the multi-faceted practice of FoSci has 
three tiers of specialization: macro, meso, and micro.  The macro tier pertains to investigating 
the process flow of integrity and security in and out of the scientific realm. For example, this 
will include scientific communication in the media and science applications in law, political 
uses, or abuses of science. At the meso tier lies investigation into science communication 
operations and authorship networks with the heaviest reliance on bibliometric databases that 
connect publications with grants with authors and other artifacts of research. The micro tier 
practitioners delve into granular checks of the research presented such as the data, text 
analysis, chemicals, and image manipulation within publications. Table 2 provides sample 
specializations with examples. 

Table 2: Suggested specializations in existence within Forensic Scientometrics 

 Specializations Examples 

Macro Journalistic coverage  
Publishing standards 

Retraction Watch (Oransky 2023) 
 

Meso Authorship Networks 
Citation Cartels 

Authorship-for-Sale (Porter 2024) 

Micro 
Image manipulation 
Text manipulation 
AI detection 

 
Image Duplication (Bik 2016) 
Problematic Paper Screener (Cabanac 2022) 

 

Forensic Scientometrics as a Discipline 

As a discipline (Tight 2020), we can expect to explore the theoretical underpinnings of a field 
in addition to the applied learnings. We suggest the following components of a discipline 
wrapped with two supporting, vital parts of ethics and professional development:  
 
Investigations - Conducting case studies, observational research, and formal investigations to 
examine patterns of trust and mistrust in scientific communication practices, identify 
anomalies or irregularities that may suggest misconduct, and assess the impact of such 
behaviors on scientific integrity, security and public trust in science. 

Pedagogy - Developing educational programs, workshops, and training materials to raise 
awareness about research integrity and security, ethical practices in scientific communication, 
and the principles and applications of Forensic Scientometrics among researchers, students, 
and professionals. 

Methodology Development - Designing and refining statistical and computational methods, 
algorithms, and tools for scrutinizing scientific publications, citation networks, authorship 
patterns, and other bibliometric indicators to detect potential research misconduct, data 
fabrication, plagiarism, or other unethical practices. 

https://app.readcube.com/library/92613c18-1547-4bc3-b975-081e39d8d1f5/all?uuid=894306657234382&item_ids=92613c18-1547-4bc3-b975-081e39d8d1f5:fb228970-9b0c-4b0b-81a6-404c2b0a4d7d
https://app.readcube.com/library/92613c18-1547-4bc3-b975-081e39d8d1f5/all?uuid=06647469165957531&item_ids=92613c18-1547-4bc3-b975-081e39d8d1f5:3bcd9690-30bc-4167-acf7-5b2e10a921f1
https://app.readcube.com/library/92613c18-1547-4bc3-b975-081e39d8d1f5/all?uuid=5069062250913113&item_ids=92613c18-1547-4bc3-b975-081e39d8d1f5:efb42e73-6657-4144-8a97-2e56cd63fd65
https://app.readcube.com/library/92613c18-1547-4bc3-b975-081e39d8d1f5/all?uuid=44744097029611374&item_ids=92613c18-1547-4bc3-b975-081e39d8d1f5:3ac5fb90-a22b-4f0f-9743-a87cdf5de80c
https://app.readcube.com/library/92613c18-1547-4bc3-b975-081e39d8d1f5/all?uuid=20778114686662852&item_ids=92613c18-1547-4bc3-b975-081e39d8d1f5:e1cb0b0a-e7da-4f6f-b5d3-7098eca98d9d
https://app.readcube.com/library/92613c18-1547-4bc3-b975-081e39d8d1f5/all?uuid=20778114686662852&item_ids=92613c18-1547-4bc3-b975-081e39d8d1f5:e1cb0b0a-e7da-4f6f-b5d3-7098eca98d9d
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Research - developing and refining models and methods of the field, developing policy. 
Research involves the systematic investigation of phenomena, theories, or problems within 
the field. Research activities may include conducting experiments, collecting and analyzing 
data, developing theories, and publishing findings in academic journals. 

Impact Assessment - Evaluating the consequences of misconduct, retractions and 
disinformation on the scientific community and public. This will include a wide range of topics 
such as studying the impact on citation patterns, analyzing public trust in science, and the 
effects of erroneous finding propagation. 
 
Theory Development - Developing theoretical frameworks and models to understand the 
underlying factors, motivations, and mechanisms that contribute to various forms of research 
misconduct, as well as the broader implications for the scientific ecosystem. 

Interdisciplinarity - Fostering interdisciplinary collaborations with other fields, such as ethics, 
sociology, psychology, information science, business, law, intelligence, and computer science, 
to integrate diverse perspectives and expertise in addressing complex issues related to 
research integrity and scientific communication.  

Policy Development - Contributing to the formulation of policies, guidelines, and best 
practices for promoting research integrity, preventing misconduct, and addressing ethical 
violations in scientific publishing and communication, in collaboration with relevant 
stakeholders and organizations. 

— 
Ethics and Standards - Establishing ethical standards, codes of conduct, and best practices for 
the responsible and ethical conduct of Forensic Scientometrics activities, in alignment with 
existing guidelines from organizations like the Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE) and 
the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE). 
 
Professional Development: These organizations may offer conferences, workshops, 
publications, and networking opportunities to help individuals stay current with 
developments in the field and enhance their skills and knowledge. 
 

Current Challenges and Opportunities  
Before advancing FoSci as an academic discipline several challenges and opportunities must 
be considered to advance and improve science: 

Cleaning up Science 
The emerging field of FoSci has much inquiry and work to catch up on. The growth of paper 
mills and citation networks coupled with the ease of publishing text online has facilitated the 
explosion of questionable and fraudulent science. The journey ahead for all working in or 
near scholarship and scholarly communications involves confronting some uncomfortable 
realities about the scientific landscape. Acknowledging the need for a systematic cleanup of 
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the scientific corpus is paramount. This endeavor is not just about identifying and rectifying 
instances of subpar science or outright fraudulent activities, though these are significant 
challenges. It also involves recognizing that not all institutions have the resources or the 
willingness to address these issues. As a community, we must grapple with these disparities 
and work towards equitable solutions that uphold the integrity of science across all research 
ecosystems. 
 
Norms and practices for the reporting of lapses in research integrity and security in an ethical 
and responsible manner have not yet been well established across the FoSci community. 
While COPE and other ethical organizations have developed practices for publishers and 
journal editors to follow when a letter of concern is submitted, guidelines for researchers 
who discover issues in the scientific literature are limited. While the mechanism for 
submitting a letter of concern is straightforward, the more ethical considerations around 
what types or levels of research integrity lapses to report and their appropriate remediation 
have not been well established. 

Growing and Training the Community 
There are few appropriate formal and informal communication channels to report, discuss, 
and interpret probable research integrity lapses. Through the formalization of a field, modes 
of communication will continue to develop and grow, such as the establishment of dedicated 
conferences and the founding of specialized journals that will allow the broad sharing of 
practices and methods.  
 
As a research method that is critical for scientometrics, bibliometric analysis among 
researchers is not a well-established competency or skill. Bibliometric analysis, which involves 
the quantitative study of scientific publications and their impact, requires a deep 
understanding of statistical methods, data visualization techniques, and the ability to interpret 
complex datasets. Additionally, expertise in handling bibliographic databases and familiarity 
with various bibliometric indicators and software tools is essential. Unfortunately, many 
individuals in the academic and research communities lack this specialized knowledge and 
training. This skill gap hinders the effective application of scientometric methods to assess 
research trends, evaluate scientific output, and inform policy-making in the research 
environment.  
 
Perhaps even more challenging is that with the advent of new, more accessible artificial 
intelligence and machine-learning technologies, new modes of manipulating science have 
been used that are almost imperceptible to all but the researcher or author. As a field, the 
FoSci community would benefit from collective advocacy for the increased transparency of 
the use of AI and other technologies as well as improved capabilities within the community. 
 
Looking ahead, we anticipate both a need for new specializations. For example, that between 
the intersection of science and law. Scientific publications are increasingly being introduced 
in legal proceedings as evidence. However, the critical examination of these papers—their 
validity, reliability, and relevance outside the academic sphere—often goes unaddressed. This 
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gap highlights a significant area where expert forensic scientometricians can contribute, 
ensuring that the science underpinning legal arguments is both robust and relevant. 

Improving Incentives and Celebrating Successes 
While research ethics and integrity are fundamental to the veracity of the scientific process, 
they do not receive the same recognition or reward as other research achievements. The 
current academic reward system focuses on publications, grant awards, and citations, which 
can lead researchers to prioritize these metrics over ethical considerations. As a result, there 
is a need for a shift in the academic culture and reward structure to value and incentivize 
ethical research practices. This could include recognizing this work in promotion and tenure 
decisions, providing funding for research that leverages forensic scientometric practices, and 
incorporating bibliometric analysis and scientometric training into research education 
programs. By creating a more balanced environment, we can encourage researchers to 
prioritize ethical research practices, ultimately leading to more trustworthy and impactful 
research outcomes.   
 
Equally important is the celebration of science’s successes and its inherent quest for 
knowledge, even when that quest leads to questions rather than answers. The ability to 
question, to doubt, and to be wrong is a fundamental part of the scientific process. It is 
through this rigorous examination and re-examination of our hypotheses that we inch closer 
to the truth. FoSci can play a critical role in highlighting and supporting these aspects of 
scientific inquiry, reinforcing the value of transparency and integrity in all scientific 
endeavors. 
 
 

Discussion 

The exploration of forensic scientometrics reveals a critical landscape where the stakes of 
scientific integrity and security intersect with individual, ideological, and geopolitical 
motivations. As we navigate the evolving landscape of scientific inquiry, the emergence of 
forensic scientometrics as a distinct field reflects a collective commitment to upholding 
research integrity and security. 

We argue that aiming an emerging discipline serves as a foundational element for developing 
methods, solving problems, garnering support, and building a cohesive community. The act of 
naming is integral to legitimizing and acquiring resources for the discipline, marking an 
essential step in their evolution and impact on society. 
 
And despite the importance of scientometrics and research ethics, they do not entirely cover 
the complexities, communication, and information propagation concerning the integrity and 
security of scientific research. The suggested field of FoSci merges traditional scientometric 
methods with ethics and a strong emphasis on identifying, addressing, and solving challenges 
to research integrity and security, which is vital in today’s climate of scrutiny over science’s 
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reliability. By enhancing scientific trust and employing sophisticated scientometric tools, 
FoSci is essential for the scientific community and public confidence. 

We explored the evolution of scientometrics, ethics, and research integrity, demonstrating 
their limitations for our objectives. Our analysis extended to the misuse of scientific research 
for various benefits, highlighting the vulnerabilities of scholarly communication. We 
introduced Forensic Scientometrics (FoSci) as a practical, interdisciplinary field that combines 
insights from several domains to address real-world issues, such as academic fraud and 
unethical practices like paper mills, authorship-for-sale, image manipulation, and plagiarism. 
This specialization, as seen in practitioners who investigate these issues, underscores the 
emergence of FoSci as a distinct academic discipline, characterized by its specific focus, 
methodologies, and the crucial role of knowledge transfer in addressing and understanding 
scientific malpractices. 

From the pioneers who have tirelessly exposed misconduct to the institutional changes 
taking place, the journey towards a recognized field is well underway. It is now time to define 
the field to support and grow the community of professionals working to uphold the scaffolds 
of scientific trust. 

In conclusion, Forensic Scientometrics (FoSci) stands at the precipice of becoming a 
transformative force within and for science, poised to ensure the integrity and 
trustworthiness of scholarly endeavors. Our discourse not only illuminates the existence of a 
burgeoning community dedicated to safeguarding the bedrock of scientific research but also 
underscores the paramount importance of this discipline in defending the scholarly record 
from the myriad threats it faces. As we stand on the cusp of officially recognizing Forensic 
Scientometrics, we issue a call to all stakeholders—researchers, funding bodies, institutions, 
and policymakers—to join forces in nurturing, funding, and championing this critical field. It is 
through our collective endeavor that FoSci can flourish, transforming from a budding area of 
study into a cornerstone of scientific integrity. 
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